Can artificial intelligence
be your most persuasive
salesperson?
Learn how EY ASpace can help
you build a faster, smarter and
future-ready business

ASpace
Create, consume and control your own AI solutions
ASpace is a unique enterprise Artificial Intelligence (AI) and automation platform that powers
organizations to rapidly adopt AI — resulting in faster, smarter and future-ready businesses.
Built on advanced machine learning algorithms and AI models, ASpace can be hosted on-premise,
providing a tailor-made suite of AI solutions designed for enterprise needs.
Backed by over 90+ AI practitioners and machine learning experts, ASpace enables end-to-end
automation and also offers complete data privacy with on-premise installation.
While a lot has been said about AI, its potential to create winners or losers depends on whether
your organization is an early adopter or a laggard in AI adoption. The biggest risk is non-adoption
as every challenge in business is an opportunity for AI.
Few of the most significant challenges that continue to hold organizations back in their AI journey
are:
Long AI solution
development timelines

Data security and privacy
concerns

Inability to scale from proof of
concept to production

Difficulties in creating
multiple point solutions

Inability to drive direct
business consumption

ASpace: Key features
Can be hosted on-premise
Ability to accelerate AI adoption with 30+ pre-built ready-to-deploy solutions
Built on a powerful suite of 100+ advanced machine learning algorithms and AI models
Deduces human emotions from various forms of communications
Demonstrates human-like decision making capabilities, seeking out relevant information quickly

How ASpace works:
Step 1: Create your own AI solutions
•

ASpace provides enterprises with the flexibility to infuse bespoke AI algorithms and models
into ASpace to build any custom AI solution

•

Provides enterprises with various tools to customize and build solutions like code editor, label
studio, doc studio, etc.

Step 2: Consume advanced AI solutions
•

Offers robust governance and control that reviews and publishes only validated solutions on
the platform

•

Enables organizations to readily deploy AI solutions built with a specific purpose across
functions and industries

Step 3: Control multiple AI solutions from a command center
•

Accuracy is the heartbeat of every AI solution. The platform helps enterprises identify
solutions where accuracy has reduced over a period and constantly upgrade them

Ask for an ASpace demo today.
You will see the difference.
ASpace is helping organizations to minimize costs, manage compliances, enhance customer
experience and more. Some instances are below:
Helped a global electronics company analyze customer product reviews and
accurately classify them into improvement areas, thereby creating a new trusted
channel for product improvements
Developed an automated ticket triaging system based on emails received from
customers resulting in 93% effort reduction
Enabled a major global manufacturing company to achieve 100% audit compliance
and prevent revenue leakage by identifying duplicate or fraudulent claims
Helped a large hospital chain achieve 12% cost reduction by identifying anomalies in
material consumption and drugs
Automated conversations with 1,500+ vendors for a leading IT services company
resulting in 72% effort reduction

Navigating the COVID-19 pandemic with ASpace, a trusted intelligence
platform:
Is helping hospitals offer risk assessments that allow patients to ask questions related to
COVID-19 symptoms or book a consultation appointment as per their convenience
Is enabling organizations ensure employee well-being through regular risk assessments thereby
plan resourcing effectively and ensure business continuity
Is enabling organizations to stay compliant to government guidelines by helping them monitor
adherence to wearing masks or maintaining social distancing at workplaces
Is powering organizations to smoothly run highly secure remote working set-ups that by verifying
face IDs of employees/personnel thereby preventing unauthorized access
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